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Abstract: This paper deals with the application of an autonomous Self-Excited 

Induction Generator (SEIG) in a small wind power conversion system (WPCS). 

Such conversion system has capability to supply power demand of the loads with 

constant voltage and frequency, for which a power managing method is 

proposed. Voltage Sourced Converter (VSC) along with Battery Energy Storage 

System (BESS) is used to handle power flow between the SEIG and loads. The 

proposed control scheme, using a single voltage closed-loop control, is found to 

be suitable to regulate both voltage and frequency. The WPCS is modelled in 

MATLAB/Simulink and Power System Block-set (PSB). Simulation results 

show that Voltage Frequency Controller (VFC) has ability to keep the voltage 

and frequency constant in spite of perturbations. 

Keywords: Voltage Frequency Controller (VFC), Self-Excited Induction genera-

tor (SEIG), Battery Energy Storage System (BESS), Wind Power Conversion 

System (WEPS). 

1 Introduction 

Due to climate changes such as temperature rise due to increase in 
greenhouse gases (GHG) emission, increase in sea level, high oil price, 
depletion of fossil fuel reserves and growing in power demand, the world is 
obliged to search for new sources of energy on which the emission of GHG 
would be reduced to 5% from their 1990 level. These problems lead scientists 
towards new clean power conversion systems. The replenished energy resources 
are suitable to meet the clean power restrictions. Wind became an 
environmental-friendly and economically viable energy source. 

Self-excited induction generators (SEIG) are reported to be suitable for 
small scale wind power plants [1, 2] because of their advantages such as low 
price, robustness, ease of maintenance, self-protection, easy maintainability, 
availability and capability to produce electrical power even at variable speed 
[3, 4]. These may be operated on/off grid-connected. In off grid mode or 
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Autonomous Wind Power Conversion System (AWPCS), SEIG is useful for 
supplying remote areas such as islands, military equipment, ships and small 
villages far from conventional resources. Major drawbacks in using SEIG are 
their poor voltage frequency regulation which depends upon generator speed, 
the amount of reactive power and the load nature. Literature provides 
information on several attempts that have been made to analyse the steady state, 
dynamic and transient behaviour of SEIG based standalone wind energy system 
[5 – 7]. To maintain constant output power at load terminals, many researchers 
have suggested control strategies and application of different power 
conditioning systems [8 – 11] for SEIG terminal voltage and frequency control. 
In the recent literature [12 – 18], the Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) 
with a Voltage Source Converter (VSC) is employed for isolated system. 
Methods have been proposed to regulate both the SEIG terminal voltage and 
frequency using two loop control [14 – 18]. In [19, 20] an investigation has 
been carried out using modulation index to control the terminal voltage and load 
angle to control the system frequency. To minimize the number of control 
loops, a single-loop control was proposed in [21]. 

In the present work, an attempt has been made to control the terminal 
voltage and frequency of an autonomous SEIG driven by a wind turbine. 
Voltage at the point of common coupling PCC is controlled by modulation 
index ‘m’, while system frequency is imposed by VFC at the desired frequency 
by forcing phase angle of the VFC ‘delta’ at a desired value so that a single 
closed-loop control is used. VFC supplies reactive power demand of balanced 
loads and behaves as a power balancing system to adequately manage the power 
flow between the SEIG, BESS and power demand of the loads. This paper is 
organized as follows. The description of the wind energy conversion system is 
presented in Section 2. The operation principle of the proposed system is 
reviewed in Section 3. The control strategy is described in Section 4. Modelling 
of the WPCS is fulfilled in Section 5. Simulation results and analysis are 
provided in Section 6. Section 7 is the conclusion. 

2 Description of Wind Power Conversion System 

Fig. 1 shows schematic diagram of the system under study. The wind 

turbine is connected to the induction generator shaft through a step-up gear box. 

The excitation capacitor bank connected in delta and consumer loads is 

connected across the generator stator terminals. VFC, which consists of a 

combination of a VSC along-with BESS at its DC link side, is connected to the 

PCC. The purpose of the BESS is to improve WPCS stability. The proposed 

VFC acts as a bidirectional source of the active/reactive power. So it can control 

the terminal voltage magnitude and frequency, following both speed and load 

perturbations. 
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Fig. 1 – Schematic diagram of the wind energy conversion system. 

 

3 Operation Principle 

The WPCS is intended to supply power to linear/dynamic loads with a 

fixed voltage and frequency in variable operating conditions. The WPCS 

provided its rated active power Pturb_R reduced of the induction generator and 

gear-box losses, when the wind speed reaches its rated value Vwind_R. The change 

in active/reactive power flow causes the change in voltage and frequency at 

PCC. The VFC has the capability for maintaining the voltage and frequency 

constant regardless of the conditions of use. If the total load active power ‘Pload’ 

decreases, the generator active power Pgen decreases. Consequently, the terminal 

voltage and system frequency increase since the rotor speed is not regulated. On 

the other hand, if Pload increases Pgen increases also, the terminal voltage and 

frequency decrease as described in [18]. In other words, if Pload is less than the 

power provided by the generator Pgen, the VFC absorbs the power difference 

and stores the excessive energy in the ‘BEES’; charging mode, the total reactive 

power Qload is supplied by the VFC. Furthermore, if Pload is higher than Pgen, the 

VFC provides the power difference to compensate this gap, the BESS is in 

discharging mode, the total reactive power Qload is remain supplied by the VFC. 

In the case when Pgen is equal to Pload, the VFC supplies solely reactive power to 

the load; the BEES is in stand-by mode. If the wind speed becomes less than the 

cut-in speed and the state of charge (SOC) of the BESS is slightly less than 

100 %, the VFC automatically becomes the sole source to supply power to the 

load for a few hours. 
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4 Control Strategy 

As shown in Fig. 1, the VSC is a major part in the WPCS, which interfaces 

the SEIG, the BESS and the loads it can keep the power balance to maintain the 

SEIG terminal voltage and frequency constant. The active and reactive power 

handling by the VFC are achieved by its intrinsic parameters; the modulation 

index ‘m’ and the load angle ‘δ’. Fig. 2 depicts the per phase equivalent circuit 

of the VFC connected to PCC through a coupling impedance. The exchanged 

power between the VFC and the PCC is described as [22]: 
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Thus, active and reactive powers are described as follows: 
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where jZ R X= + . Equations (2) and (3) are rewritten as: 
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For very small values R may be neglected, and if δ is less than 10°, then 

sinδ ≈ δ  and cos 1δ ≈ . 

Equations (4) and (5) become: 
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where ∆V is voltage difference. Equations (6) and (7) show that the active 

power depends on the load angle δ, while the reactive power depends on the 

voltage difference ∆V. The magnitude voltage |VPWM| is directly related to the 

modulation index m, according to the PWM control, as follows: 
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When the voltage difference ∆V changes the voltage controller generates 

the required modulation index m in order to minimize the voltage difference. 

So, when |VG| decreases, the modulation index is increased; consequently |VPWM| 

increases. Indeed, the VFC supplies more reactive power to the SEIG. 

Therefore, the magnitude voltage |VG| increase.  

 

Fig. 2 – Power flow between SEIG and VFC through coupling impedance. 

 

As described in Section 3, any frequency change is due the SEIG active 

power variation. Hence, to impose a constant frequency for a given rotor speed, 

the VFC must ensure the load active power demand so the real power flow 

remains constant. For such purpose, the load angle δ is fixed at a desired value 

corresponding at system frequency which is δ = ωst = 2πfst. 

5 Wind Power Conversion System Modelling 

The main components of the proposed WPCS are shown in Fig. 1. It 

consists of a horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT), the SEIG, the VSC, the 

BESS and consumer loads. Modelling and simulation is done in MATLAB 

using PSB toolbox. The dynamic model of these subsystems is explained in the 

following subsections. 

5.1 Modelling of wind turbine 

The mechanical input torque Tt developed by the wind turbine using the 

power coefficient based on is given by: 

 
3 2
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Where: 

Cp – power coefficient of the wind turbine; 

ρ – air density (1,225 [kg/m
3
] in standard atmosphere); 

R – radius of the wind turbine [m]; 

v – wind speed [m/s]; 

β – pitch angle [°]; 
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λ – tip speed ratio TSR. 

The tip speed ratio is defined as the ratio of the linear speed at the tip of the 

blade (Ωt R) and the wind speed, Ωt being the rotational speed of the wind 

turbine and related at the rotational speed of the generator (Ωr) by the gain (G) 

of the step-up gear box as: 

 t r

w w

R R

v v G

Ω Ω
λ = = . (10) 

A generic equation to model the Cp(λ, β) characteristic of the wind turbine 

[5] is presented as: 
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Fig. 3 shows the power coefficient versus tip speed ratio at a zero degree 

pitch angle. It shows that Cp reaches a maximum value Cp max = 0.48 for a tip 

speed ratio λopt = 8.1, which yields the optimum wind turbine torque and the 

maximum mechanical power available in the wind turbine for a given wind 

speed. At a rated wind speed 11 m/s, the SEIG develops the maximum power 

and generates the rated voltage at rated frequency. 

5.2 Modelling of self-excited induction generator 

The dynamic model of the SEIG is developed based on the well-known 

simplifying assumptions and on the saturation effect. 

 

Fig. 3 – Power coefficient versus tip speed ratio (pitch angle β = 0). 

 

The mathematical model of SEIG in stationary d-q axis reference frame is 

described by the following equations: 
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The air gap flux linkage: 
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where Lm is magnetizing inductance, Lls and Llr are leakage inductance per 

phase. 

The excitation system is formed by a bank of the excitation capacitor delta 

connected. The capacitance value is selected to generate the rated voltage at no-

load. Components of the stator voltage vsd and vsq as state variables are given by: 
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where C is excitation capacitance [F]. 

The electromagnetic torque of the induction generator can be expressed as a 

function of d and q axes stator and rotor currents as: 

 
3

( )
2

e m sq rd sd rqT pL i i i i= − . (23) 

The magnetizing inductance Lm is obtained from the no load test at sync-

hronous speed. The no load characteristic is given in Appendix. 

The drive train of the SEIG is one mass model and the mechanical equation 

can be written as: 
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where J is the equivalent rotor inertia rendered at the high speed shaft [kgm²], 

and η is gear box efficiency. 

5.3 Modelling of the voltage frequency controller 

As shown in Fig. 4 the main parts of the VFC are voltage sourced converter 

(VSC) with an isolated transformer and LC filter at its AC side and a BESS at 

its DC link side. The VSC consists of 6 insulated gate bipolar-junction 

transistors (IGBT). The SVPWM technique is used in order to generate the 

gating signals for IGBTs. As described in Section 3, upon the modulation index 

value, the VFC manages the power flow among the SEIG, the BESS and loads 

to maintain terminal voltage and frequency constant, Fig. 4. The modulation 

index is synthesized by a PI controller of the single voltage closed loop control. 

Assuming the instantaneous line voltage at the SEIG terminals (va, vb, vc) are 

sinusoidal then the magnitude of the AC voltage is given by: 

 2 2 22
( )

3
G a b c

V v v v= + + . (25) 

 

Fig. 4 – Schematic diagram of the voltage frequency controller. 

 

The AC voltage error at a k
th

 sampling time is given by: 

 *( ) ( ) ( )
G G G

V k V k V kΔ = − , (26) 

where *| | ( )
G

V k  is the magnitude of reference AC voltage. The output of the PI 

controller ‘m’ for maintaining constant AC terminal voltage at the kth
 sampling 

time is expressed as: 

 ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( )p G G i Gm k m k K V k V k K V k= − + Δ −Δ − + Δ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ , (27) 
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where Kp and Ki are the proportional and the integral gain constants of the PI 

controller. The load angle ‘δ’ (Section 3) is set to the nominal frequency, so no 

frequency control is needed and SEIG frequency follows the VSC set frequency 

in spite of perturbations. 

The battery used as a backup for the SEIG is a lead acid battery, which can 

relatively maintain a large specific power, so, they have the ability to supply 

high surge currents. The equivalent circuit of the battery based model [23] is 

pictured in Fig. 5. It consists of an internal resistance Rin and a battery. The 

value of the battery’s EMF, E, varies directly with the state-of-charge ‘SOC’. 

 

Fig. 5 – Equivalent circuit of the battery model. 
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Ib – current discharge [A]; 

Q – the battery capacity [Ah]. 

The EMF is expressed as follows: 
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where: 

E – battery open-circuit voltage [V]; 

E0 – battery constant voltage [V]; 

A – exponential voltage [V]; 

B – exponential capacity [Ah
–1

]; 

K – polarisation voltage [V].
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Values of battery’s parameters are given in the Appendix. This model 

requires just a few parameters given by the manufacturer’s datasheet. The 

discharge curve of the battery applied in the simulation is shown in Fig. 6, 

which was obtained using the described model. 

The terminal voltage at DC link is computed as: 

 
b in b

V E R I= − . (30) 

The constant voltage E0 must be greater than the RMS value of the line 

voltage for satisfactory the PWM principle as [18]: 
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where VGl-l is RMS value of the line voltage on the AC side of the converter, 

E0 is selected as 240 V, and k is the coupling transformer turns ratio. 

For the filter design a variety of optimization criteria exist such as 

minimum cost, losses, volume and weight. The selection was chosen to fulfil 

IEEE-SCR 20-50 recommendation [24]. The values of LC-filter components, 

for PWM converter at 10 kHz switching frequency, in order to attenuate the 

switching harmonics below IEEE-SCR 20-50 limits, are given in Appendix. 

 

Fig. 6 – Battery discharge curve with a constant current of 20A. 

 

5.4 Modelling of the consumer loads 

The consumer loads consisting of a balanced R-L load (static load) 

modelled in PSB using three-phase series RLC load star connected. The 

dynamic load is a squirrel cage IM; the model is similar to the induction 

generator but its parameters are related to the motor. The IM is started at rated 

load torque and the effect of the saturation is not taken into account.  
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6 Simulation Results and Analysis 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed VFC for autonomous 

SEIG, a simulation was carried out in the MATLAB/Simulink® environment as 

shown in Fig. 7. The system simulation parameters are listed in the Appendix. 

In this investigation, different perturbations have been applied to the WPCS 

at regular instants of 0.4 s to demonstrate the capability of the controller as a 

voltage and frequency regulator.  

Initially, no load is connected to the generator terminals and the VFC is 

connected to the PCC. According to turbine characteristics and to Cp versus 

TSR curve, for 11 m/s wind speed, the mechanical power is 7.5 kW. Because of 

the SEIG and gear box losses, the wind turbine output power is slightly lower 

than the rated power. The SEIG reactive power demand is only provided by the 

capacitor bank, thus the VFC reactive power is zero. All the SEIG generated 

active power is absorbed by the VFC and stored in BESS as shown in  

Figs. 10 and 11. So, a power balance is realized. The magnitude value |VG| in 

steady-state reaches 326.5 V and the frequency is held constant at 50 Hz as 

presented in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 7 – Simulation circuit of the proposed wind power generating system. 

 

The simulation transient curves are respectively from Figs. 8–11, the 

voltage at PCC (VPCC), the frequency at PCC (fPCC), turbine active power (Pturb), 

generator active power (Pgen), load active power (Pload), VFC active power 

(Pconv), capacitor reactive power (Qcap), reactive power at PCC (QPCC), load 

reactive power (Qload), VFC reactive power (Qconv), battery voltage (Vbatt) and 

current (Ibatt). 
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Fig. 8 – Peak terminal voltage and frequency at PCC. 

 

Fig. 9 – Active power flow of power generating system. 

 

Fig. 10 – Reactive power flow of power generating system. 
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Fig. 11 – Battery voltage and current during charge and discharge. 

 

At t = 0.4 s, a resistive load Pload = 5 kW is connected across the PCC, the 
magnitude voltage |VG| falls, and the frequency decrease. The active power 
drawn by the VFC is decreased to ensure the power balance at PCC. Since, the 
reactive power of the capacitor bank is enough for SEIG magnetization. Thus, 
the voltage remains constant. The VFC reactive power is always zero, the BESS 
absorbs the excess active power to maintain the system frequency constant as 
shown in Figs. 8–11. 

At t = 0.8 s, a secondary load with active and reactive components is 
connected, Pload = 2.5 kW; Qload = 1.875 kVAr. The total load active/reactive 
power becomes Pload = 7.5 kW and Qload = 1.875 kVAr. For the sudden load 
reactive power demand, the voltage |VG| goes down. The VFC supplies the 
reactive power to the load to maintain the terminal voltage constant. During 
steady-state operation Qload is approximately equal Qconv. On the other hand, the 
total load active power is provided by the generator and Pconv becomes zero, as 
stated in Figs. 9 and 10. So, the frequency is maintained constant as shown in 
Fig. 8. 

At t = 1.2 s, the wind speed is raised to 13 m/s, and the generated power 
Pgen is greater than the rated power as shown in Fig. 9. This kind of perturbation 
leads to a rise of the frequency due the excessive mechanical power. Since the 
power generated is more than the load active power demand, the BESS is 
absorbing the surplus power to maintain the terminal voltage and frequency 
constant under steady-state shown in Figs. 8 – 11. 

At t = 1.6 s, the wind speed is rendered at 11 m/s. Since the load has not 
changed, this case is analogous to the case where speed was 11 m/s before its 
increase (i.e. at t = 0.8 s). 
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At t = 2 s, an induction motor is connected across the PCC. At start moment 
an inrush active/reactive power is drawn by the motor. The load active power is 
very larger than Pgen, as a consequence, the frequency falls. Moreover, since, the 
required reactive power of the load is very high, the voltage droop is very 
significant. It can be observed from Fig. 10 that due the dip in terminal voltage, 
the SEIG and capacitor bank reactive power decrease. The VFC tries to supply 
the required load active/reactive power to keep the terminal voltage and 
frequency constant, the BESS is in discharging mode. Due the motor inertia, the 
voltage dip recovers in few cycles, after the transient die away. In the steady-
state, Pconv is approximately equal to the different active power between Plaod 
and Pgen, and the VFC supplies Qload as depicted in Figs. 9 and 10. 

At t = 2.4 s, the induction motor is disconnected to the PCC. The WPCS 
reacts in a similar way as stated at t = 1.6 s. The VFC supplies solely the 
reactive power to the load. The induction motor disconnection leads to a 
momentary rise in frequency and the terminal voltage tries to go up, but due the 
VFC closed-loop control |VG| decreases and holds at the reference value. 

At t = 2.8 s, the wind speed is reduced to 8 m/s. The frequency fall is due to 
the reduced Pgen. Consequently, the BESS supplies the needed active power to 
compensate the fall in wind turbine output power Fig. 9. So, the frequency 
becomes equal to the VFC set frequency. In the same time the SEIG reactive 
power falls, Fig. 10, also the VFC reactive power decreases, but the voltage is 
held close to its desired level as shown in Fig. 8. The VFC still supplies reactive 
power to the SEIG and load. 

At t = 3.2 s, the load is removed from the PCC. The variation of loads leads 
to the momentary rise in system frequency due to Pgen excesses Pload. As a 
result, the BESS is absorbing the surplus power. The terminal voltage rises 
slightly. In this state the VFC reacts as an inductive load and absorbs the excess 
active /reactive power, the BESS is in charging mode Fig. 10. This case is 
similar to the initial case, but for wind speed 8 m/s, in which the absorbed active 
power is less than the rated power. Figs. 8–11. 

At t = 3.6 s, a rated balanced three phase load (Pload = 7.5 kW; 
Qload = 5.625 kVAr) is connected across the SEIG terminals. This perturbation 
leads to a momentary fall in the SEIG terminal voltage and frequency. Because, 
the generated active power by the SEIG is less than to the rated power (i.e 
Vw = 8 m/s), the VFC reacts as a source and supplies the deficit of active power 
to the load, the BESS is in discharging mode Fig. 10. In a similar manner, the 
load reactive power demand is assured by the VFC. Under steady-state, the 
terminal voltage and frequency reaches their desired values. 

Finally, at t = 4 s, a fall in wind speed in which: Vw = 2 m/s; Vw < Vw cut_in is 
applied. This speed perturbation leads to a momentary fall in the voltage and 
frequency at the PCC. For security purposes, the generator is isolated from the 
PCC, so the load is only connected to the PCC. In order to maintain constant 
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voltage and frequency at the PCC, the rated active/reactive power of the load is 
therefore provided by the VFC, the BESS is in discharging mode, the frequency 
is restored to the VFC set frequency. Under these operating conditions, the VFC 
remains to supply the load for a few hours until a tolerable ‘SOC’ or a new wind 
speed greater than Vw cut in appears again. 

7 Conclusion 

In this investigation, a control strategy for controlling the SEIG terminal 

voltage and frequency has been presented. The VFC consists of three-level 

neutral clamped voltage sourced converter along with BESS on its DC link. The 

VFC set frequency is imposed so; a voltage single closed loop control is used to 

maintain both voltage and frequency close to their desired values. Under several 

balanced loads and speed perturbations, the simulation results show the effect of 

perturbations on active/reactive power direction, SEIG terminal voltage and 

frequency. In each case the VFC has been found suitable with single-loop 

control to regulate the voltage and frequency and behaves as a free-slack to 

adequately manage power flow. The proposed wind power generating system 

can be used in the isolated rural, ships and mountainous areas far from the 

conventional sources.  We are currently working on the capability of the VFC as 

a harmonic eliminator and a load balancer/leveller when the SEIG operates in 

asymmetric modes. 

8 Appendix 

SEIG: 

7.5 kW, 400 V, 50 Hz, Y-connected 4-pole, 

Rs = 0.7384 Ω, Rr = 0.7402 Ω, Lls = Llr = 3.045 mH, Jg = 0.034 kgm
2
, 

the no load RMS line voltage curve versus the armature current: 

 
3 2

1 1 s_peak s_peak s_peak s_peak( ) 0.16 7.17 105.2 31.2
G

V I I I I
−

= − + − . 

Excitation capacitance: 

Qc = 5.6 kVAr, delta connected. 

Wind turbine: 

7.5 kW, Vw cut-in = 3 m/s,  Jt = 3 kgm
2
, rated wind speed Vw = 11 m/s, 

C1 = 0.5176, C2 = 116, C3 = 0.4, C4 = 5, C5 = 21, C6 = 0.0068. 

VFC: 

Lf = 2.5 mH, Rf = 0.01 Ω, Cf = 33 μF, Cdc = 5000 μF, 

Kp = 0.007, Ki = 0.4, Ebat = 240 V. 

BESS: 

E0 = 252,9 V, Rin = 0.015 Ω, K = 6.6 V, A = 13.2 V, 

B = 9.375 (Ah)
–1

, Q = 200 Ah. 
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IM: 

4 kW, cosφ = 0.8, 400 V, 50 Hz, 1430 rpm, TN = 25 Nm, 

Rs = 1.405 Ω, Rr = 1.395 Ω, Lls = Llr = 5.84 mH, Lm = 0.1722 H, 

J = 0.013 kgm
2
, B = 0.00298 Nms. 
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